ABSTRACT. The iii) Some fifth degree diophantine equations Infinitely many solutions of each of these equations will be stated explicitly, using the results from the ACF discussed before It is known that the solutions of Pell's equation are well exploited. We include it here because we shall use a common method to solve these three above mentioned equations and the method becomes very simple in Pell's equations case.
O. INTRODUCTION In this paper we shall investigate Diophantine equations of the second and third degree of a special type. The Since we are going to use some formulas obtained by the author in some previous papers [1] and [2] we introduce them here A0(0) I, A0(1) 0, A0(n+2)=A0(n) +2DA0(n+I) 
X2n -mY2n =I' n=0,1,...
X2n+l-m Y2n+l In [2] we have calculated the solution triples AO(n) A(on+l)
A n+2)," n 0,1,... We shall now extract a few interesting identities from Formula (4.3).
We have, by the binomial theorem, A (0n+5): A0(n)+5DA(0 n+l )+ 10D2A (0n+2)+IOD3A(On+3 )+ 5D4A (on+4).
We will also denote 5D iii) from the third row we subtract the a I multiple of the fourth row, then the a 2 multiple of the fifth row.
iv) from the fourth row we subtract the a I multiple of the fifth row, A(o5n)+4DA(o5n+I)+6D2A(O5n+2)+4D3A(o5n+3)+D4AO (5n+4) +(Ao(Sn+I)+3DAo(5n+2)+3D2Ao (5n+3)+D3AO(Sn+4))w + +(Ao(Sn+2)+2DA(oSn+3)+D2A(oSn+4))w2 + +(Ao(Sn+3) +Di(OSn+4))w3+a(oSn+4)w4.
We shall now arrange (w4+Dw3+D2w2+D3w+D4) 5n in descending powers of w.
Te first step will be to achieve this arrangement in powers of w5s, As an illustration to (7.5) we shall find the rational part in the expansion of (w4+Dw3+D2w2+D3w+D4)5, n= 1. We obtain from (7.5) The corresponding member in ( (7.12)
We shall give a verification for formula (7. 12) with i =0, formula (7.9) , D=I, n=l; we have m=D3+l=2, Ao(0)=l, A(O1)=AO (2) 
